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Overview
Basic geometry made in the Heightfield tutorial

Making sections and 
splitting them in two lists

Finding height of the basic geometry

In this tutorial you will learn how to slice your geometry to 
cnc or laser cut the contours and build a physical 3d model 
of it.

To ease the production, we’ll then dispatch them in two lists 
that will use more material but won’t get a problem of too 
thin elements and won’t drop down into each other while 
stacking.

There are many ways how to do it, so you will learn a few of 
them.

Projected contours

Slicing is similar to geographical mapping, 
even looking at the projection one might 

make an assumption of it’s geometry.

Setting planes for intersection and setting it’s density



Making intersections and 
splitting them in 2 lists

Sets: 
Sequence >  
Series

Vector: 
Point >  
Construct 
Point

Params:  
Geometry >  
Plane

Sets:  
Sequence > 
Cull Pattern

     The idea is to make a set of planes that we will   
     later use to intersect with our geometry.

     To do so parametrically make a Series component  
     that creates a series of numbers, where Step rep  
     resents density of this distribution. Translate them  
     into Z input of a Construct Point component. Then 
build a plane through each of them using the Plane component. Later they will be dis-
patched in two lists by two Cull Pattern component that removes elements using a repeat-
ing bit mask (read the Attractors tutorial for more information) and connecting them as well 
as Surface From Points component with Brep | Plane components respectively.

Intersect:   
Mathematical >  

Brep | Plane
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Geometry 
made in the 
Heightfield 

tutorial

Finding height of the geometry
Set: List >  
Sort List

Params:  
Input > Panel

To set the Series component work properly 
we need to find the height of our geometry. 
The first way how to do it is to sort the height 
of a point cloud we’ve already generated and 
find the biggest value.

To do so connect the Multiplication compo-
nent that you made in the Heightfield tutorial 
to a Sort List component and then to a List 
Item one. Don’t forget to flatten the Keys 
input and reverse the Keys output of the 
former.

Add a Plane with set zero to find and use the first item 
in the Item component.

The second way is to put the whole geometry in a 
Bounding Box, then deconstruct it to find all the Verti-
ces, deconstruct them to find exactly their Z values and 
find the biggest one via Sort List and the Item List right 
how you did in the first variant.

Connect the result to the A input of the Division com-
ponent of the making a series of planes block to get 
nice intersections.

Surface:  
Primitive >
Bounding Box

Vector:  
Point >  
Deconstruct

Surface: Analysis > 
Deconstruct Brep

Set: List >  
List Item


